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Abstract: We investigate the photoconversion of aqueous 8 nm Ag nanocrystal seeds into 70 nm single
crystal plate nanoprisms. The process relies on the excitation of Ag surface plasmons. The process requires
dioxygen, and the transformation rate is first-order in seed concentration. Although citrate is necessary for
the conversion, and is consumed, the transformation rate is independent of citrate concentration. We propose
a mechanism that accounts for these features by coupling the oxidative etching of the seed and the
subsequent photoreduction of aqueous Ag+. The reduced Ag deposits onto a Ag prism of specific size
that has a cathodic photovoltage resulting from plasmon “hot hole” citrate photo-oxidation. This photovoltage
mechanism also explains recent experimental results involving single and dual wavelength irradiation and
the core/shell synthesis of Ag layers on Au seeds.

Introduction

The low light intensity photocatalyzed conversion of aqueous
colloidal Ag 8 nm round seeds into 30 to 70 nm single crystal
disk prisms is very unusual.1–13 The seeds are initially stabilized
by the double layer potential resulting from adsorption of citrate
anions on the Ag particle surface. The photoprocess involves
surface plasmon excitation, and this feature allows one to tailor
the size and shape of the disks by simply varying the irradiation
wavelength. Jin et al.1 first demonstrated the conversion of ∼8
nm silver nanospheres passivated by citrate and a coligand bis(p-
sulfonatophenyl) phenylphosphine dihydrate dipotassium (BSPP)
into ∼100 nm nanoprisms with normal room light. Dual-beam
illumination2 generated either one or two discrete prism sizes,
depending upon choice of wavelengths. The mechanism has
been discussed in terms of the charge distribution on the smaller
prisms and optically induced force between particles.2,12,14,15

The influence of different types of ligands,3,5 excitation
wavelength,3,4,7,13 laser intensity,6 pH,12 and chloride ions9 have
been studied. While all this exploratory work has contributed
valuable data and insight, the basic photochemical process
remains uncertain.3,5,7

Dissolved oxygen is necessary for photoconversion.3 There
may be some sort of Ostwald ripening, with aqueous Ag+

created by oxidation of metallic Ag by O2 as previously
suggested.4,16,17 There is ample precedent for oxidative etching
in Ag colloidal systems.18–20 A somewhat related photoprocess9

is thought to occur by Cl- assisted oxidative etching of silver
nanoparticles, followed by photoreduction of the silver ions
produced. Note that chloride is present in neither our photo-
conversion experiments nor the original report by Jin et al.1

Citrate stabilization is necessary for photoconversion of seeds
into prisms.5 In separate experiments we discovered that visible
plasmon irradiation of citrate stabilized Ag nanocrystals creates
negative photovoltage on the nanocrystal.21,22 This results from
irreversible citrate photo-oxidation by Ag plasmon “hot holes”.4,21

Such cathodic photovoltage greatly enhances the rate of
deposition of aqueous Ag+ onto the Ag nanocrystal.
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Both an oxidizing agent, O2, and a reducing agent, citrate,
are required in this photoripening of seeds, yet no added aqueous
Ag+ is required. One might imagine that a small aqueous Ag+

equilibrium concentration, due to oxidative seed etching, could
be selectively reduced onto nanocrystal prisms with high
photovoltage. We previously showed that disk prisms do indeed
grow under plasmon irradiation in the presence of millimolar
concentrations of Ag+.4

We now quantify this photovoltage mechanism. We experi-
mentally demonstrate that citrate is directly consumed as the
photoreaction proceeds. We suggest that the plasmon dephases
on citrate covered surfaces, causing photo-oxidation of citrate
and creating photovoltage, as well as decreasing the rate of
Rayleigh plasmon scattering. The process is first-order in seed
concentration and independent of citrate concentration above
∼0.5 mM. The rate becomes sublinear in light intensity above
∼50 mwatt/cm2. At low light intensity there is a slow reversible
Ostwald-ripening-like transfer of Ag+ from a large number of
small round seeds to a small number of prism nanocrystals
having larger photovoltage. Hydroxide simultaneously is pro-
duced by reaction of dissolved O2 on the seed surfaces. Larger
photovoltage occurs on specific nanocrystal shapes owing to
the well-known relationship between plasmon resonance wave-
length and shape. This photovoltage mechanism explains
previously reported single and dual beam experiments and
growth of Ag shells on Au nanocrystals.

Experimental Section

We explore and simplify the original room light experiment.2 A
“standard” seed solution was synthesized by reducing aqueous
AgNO3 (0.091 mM) with NaBH4 (5.46 mM) in the presence of
sodium citrate (Na3cit, 0.27 mM) (see Supporting Information). The
resulting colloid was aged overnight under stirring in the dark
(evolution in the UV spectra shown in Figure S1). TEM analysis
showed that the round seeds were typically 8-10 nm in diameter
with a wide distribution. The solution was then irradiated in 10
mm plastic cuvettes between two conventional fluorescence tubes
(F15T8/CW 15W, Cool White, spectrum shown in Figure S2) in a
light box at 43 °C for 2-4 h. The intensity is ∼4 mwatts/cm2

incident on both cuvette sides facing the lamps. The natural solution
pH is initially ∼9.3 without buffer and usually goes up to 9.5 at
the end of the conversion. Some experiments were conducted with
different lines of an unpolarized Ar+ ion laser with a spot size of
12 cm2 covering one cuvette face. To simplify the mechanism, we
only use citrate stabilization, in contrast to the experiments of Jin
et al.2 that used combinations of citrate and BSPP. As previously
reported,2,5 seed samples prepared using only citrate have a broader
size distribution and are not completely transformed into nanoprisms
under visible light irradiation. The lack of a costabilizer also resulted
in a wider size distribution of the prisms formed.

The photochemical process has been characterized by UV-vis
spectroscopy (Hewlett-Packard 8453), TEM (JEOL JEM-100CX),
1H NMR (Bruker 500 MHz), and Light Scattering (Malvern
Zetasizer Nano-ZS). NMR provides information about the change
in aqueous (nonadsorbed) citrate concentration during the conver-
sion. For NMR we prepared and irradiated the seeds in deuterium
oxide (D2O) and then added dioxane as the internal standard before
taking spectra. All the other reaction conditions were kept the same
as previously described. As a control, the conversion rate and yield
were unaffected in D2O compared to H2O.

The Light Scattering instrument measures the in situ zeta
potential and size distribution of the colloidal nanoparticles through
means of electrophoretic and dynamic light scattering.23,24 The zeta

potential relates to the electrostatic potential generated by the
electrical double layer at the surface of a colloidal particle,
comprising the ion fixed Stern layer and diffuse layer. A greater
absolutevaluepredictsahigherstabilityofthecolloidalsuspensions.25–28

Possible aggregation causes a change in particle zeta potential and
size and can be evaluated in situ.

Results and Discussion

Kinetic Analysis. Figure 1 shows the UV-vis spectral
evolution for standard seeds, similar to that previously reported.
The peak at 400 nm is characteristic for round seeds, whereas
the peak at 630 nm corresponded to the in-plane dipole bands
of the nanoprisms.1,2,29 Three approximate stages can be
identified in both the decay of the seeds and the appearance of
the disk prisms: induction (0-50 min), growth (50-250 min),
and completion (>250 min). During the induction period, the
peak at 400 nm shifts slightly to the red, probably due to the
formation of oblong particles or small aggregates.29–31 During
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Figure 1. (A) UV-vis spectra of the colloid taken after 0, 63, 129, 207,
236, and 374 min of white light illumination. (B) Corresponding absorbance
at 400 nm (black square, λmax for the starting Ag seeds) and 630 nm (red
diamond, λmax for in-plane dipole bands of the nanoprisms) as a function
of illumination time.
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the growth phase a quasi-isosbestic point occurs at approxi-
mately 450 nm as previously observed;7 this indicates that the
concentration of any intermediates is never very high. The blue
shift of the in-plane dipole bands of the prisms at ∼630 nm
near the end of the conversion was attributed the roundness of
the tips on the triangles.1 In Figure 2 TEM images show that
some small nanoprisms are present in the induction period. Both
round and triangular highly crystalline final disks are observed.
Triangular edge lengths are in the 30-70 nm range, with a
thickness of ∼10 nm. Some seeds remain in the final product.

The quasi-isobestic point in the spectra allows us to quantify
the kinetics by fitting the spectra in time as linear combinations
of the initial seed spectrum, and the final spectrum, which is
predominately prisms with a some unreacted seeds. We then
estimated the percentage of seeds and prisms by linear least-
squares regression. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the fitted
prism percentage, which shows sigmoidal autocatalytic (initia-
tion-growth-completion) kinetics.

The Ag mass from ∼30 seeds must combine to make one
prism. If seeds move independently in solution and fusion of
touching seeds creates prisms, a complex kinetic order in seed

concentration should be observed. To test this, the standard seed
solution was diluted with aqueous sodium citrate and KNO3

solutions to keep both the citrate concentration and ionic strength
constant. We find first-order autocatalytic kinetics in all stages
of the reaction, even when the seed concentration is diluted by
a factor of 5. That is, for different seed concentrations, the time
dependent optical density can be represented as OD(t) ) OD(t
) 0) × F(t), where the sigmoid autocatalytic function F(t) is
independent of seed concentration. This is shown in Figure 3
where the kinetic traces have been rescaled to normalize initial
OD. Assuming that the spectra in the beginning and at the end
are pure spectra of the seeds and prisms, respectively, and the
intermediate ones are the linear combinations of the two, we
hereby calculate seeds% and prisms% through least-squares
regression. Other aqueous salt diluents such as Na2B4O7 were
also tested, with essentially the same results. This result argues
against direct fusion of seeds.

Prisms do not flocculate as growth occurs. The colloid is
stabilized by electrostatic double layers resulting from citrate
anion adsorption. The seed solution is indefinitely stable at 23
°C in the dark. Such electrostatic stabilization should be reduced
at high salt concentration as the Debye length shortens. The
calculated initial aqueous salt concentration 7.2 mM is estab-
lished by the oxidation products of the reducing agent NaBH4;
only 1.6 mM of this 7.2 mM is sodium citrate. We observed
that if the salt concentration is raised above ∼21.0 mM by
addition of KNO3, the seeds coagulate and settle to the bottom.
In the limited ionic strength range up to 21.0 mM, the parent
seed colloid photoconversion yield and rate are almost unchanged.

There is a dynamic equilibrium between aqueous citrate and
citrate strongly adsorbed on Ag. Many groups32–35 have studied
the aggregation kinetics of aqueous Ag colloids, which in
general is highly dependent on the ligand species and concentra-
tion. The seed solution in the dark was stable for citrate
concentrations from 0.27 mM to 30 mM for [initial NaBH4] )
5.45 mM. Figure 4 shows that the photoconversion kinetics and
yield are essentially unchanged in the range 0.27 to 20 mM
citrate concentration; here extra citrate was added to a standard
seed solution after overnight aging. These results imply that

(31) Hao, E.; Schatz, G. C. J. Chem. Phys. 2004, 120, 357–366.
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Figure 2. TEM images of the nanoparticles after (A) 0, (B) 43, and (C)
300 min of white light irradiation. (D) Thickness of the prism is shown to
be ∼10 nm.

Figure 3. Plot of fitted prisms% vs illumination time under fluorescence
lamp illumination for parent, 0.7 (dilution factor), 0.5, and 0.2 diluted
“standard” seeds solutions.

Figure 4. Absorbance at 630 nm of the colloid solutions vs illumination
time. The overall [Na3cit] is 0.2, 3, 10, 20, and 30 mM. Seed concentration
was kept constant in all the samples.
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above 0.27 mM we have a complete citrate monolayer on the
seeds; a similar conclusion was reached earlier in the direct
measurement of photovoltage.21 If less citrate was present in
the initial seed synthesis, then seeds showed aggregated TEM
images, and photoconversion was slower with depressed yields.
If the citrate concentration was lower than 0.09 mM, the optical
spectra indicated essentially no prism photoformation. This
confirms the conclusion reached by Xia et al. that citrate is
essential.5 In the 20-40 mM citrate range, the photoconversion
yield was decreased, and above 40 mM the high ionic strength
caused precipitation as illumination occurred. Note that 30 mM
citrate does not coagulate the seeds despite the very high ionic
strength, unlike the situation with added KNO3.

The commercial Zetasizer Light Scattering instrument uses
a proprietary analysis (not corrected for shape) to convert
electrophoretic and dynamic light scattering data into zeta
potential and size. The 633 nm scattering laser is resonant with
the product disk prisms but not the initial seeds. In Figure 5, as
disk prisms are formed, the zeta potential shifts slightly from
-55 to -45 mV. Both initial and final values imply good
electrostatic stabilization, consistent with the absence of pre-
cipitation. The Zetasizer dominant size measurement shows
growth from seeds to disk prisms, consistent with the TEM
results.

The apparent zeta potential is more positive for the prisms,
which might suggest loss of citrate as photoconversion proceeds.
As previously mentioned, we have proposed that unrelaxed,
ballistic “hot holes” created in Ag plasmon excitation oxidize
adsorbed citrate molecules into acetone-1,3-dicarboxylate, which
is unstable and simultaneously decarboxylates to form acetyl
acidic acid and acetone.36 The resulting Ag cathodic photo-
voltage, but not the loss of citrate itself, was directly measured.21

We now use NMR to probe the aqueous citrate concentration,
which should be in dynamic equilibrium with adsorbed citrate.
As shown in Figure 6, the aqueous citrate concentration drops
from 0.25 mM to 0.13 mM during photoconversion over 5 h.
Control experiments showed that the citrate concentration stayed
constant if the colloid solution was kept in the dark or if no
nanoparticles were present in a pure aqueous solution of sodium
citrate. The NMR does not directly observe adsorbed citrate.
With simple calculations of the volumes, surface areas, and
concentrations of the seeds and prisms, and assuming complete

coverage with a surface area required for each citrate molecule
of 0.25 nm2,32 we estimate the equivalent adsorbed citrate
concentration to be 0.005 mM on the initial seeds and 0.002
mM on the final prisms, which have less total surface area.
Summing adsorbed and aqueous citrate, we have 0.26 and 0.13
mM total citrate before and after the conversion, respectively,
which agrees well with the actual starting citrate concentration
0.27 mM in the seed preparation. Thus citrate is consumed, but
at 0.27 mM initial concentration, enough aqueous citrate remains
to ensure disk adsorption and stability. In D2O, only citrate peaks
were observed. Presumably, the -CH2- protons of acetone-
1,3-dicarboxylate are acidic enough to exchange with D2O.
Indeed, with a water suppression technique, we saw additional
peaks that can be assigned to acetone-1,3-dicarboxylate, acetyl
acidic acid, and acetone after the “standard” aqueous seeds
solution was irradiated for 4 h.

All experiments above were done with the “Cool White”
fluorescent lamps, which have a broad visible spectrum that
excites the plasmons of seeds, possible intermediates, and
triangular disks. We compared this with illumination at the fixed
Ar+ laser wavelengths 458 and 514 nm. The blue 458 nm line
has the greater overlap with the seed plasmon spectrum. The
product formed under 458 nm excitation shows a prism plasmon
at 485 nm; that formed under 514 nm irradiation shows a prism
plasmon at 580 nm. At 514 nm prisms with an average edge
length of ∼40 nm were formed. Larger disk prisms grow for
longer wavelength excitation, consistent with earlier studies. In
Figure 7 the fitted prism percentage for 458 nm excitation shows
fast growth with almost no induction period. Under the same
10 mwatt/cm2 intensity but at longer 514 nm wavelength, growth
is much slower; it is similar to that with the fluorescent lamps.
In Figure 8 the 514 nm prism spectra exhibited two additional
broad peaks located at 810 and 960 nm. These peaks can be
attributed to the existence of larger prisms or to prism aggrega-
tion that induces a strong coupling between individual
prisms.2,31,37

Is this photoconversion process simply proportional to
cumulative irradiation fluence? The effect of illumination
intensity was tested using the 514 nm laser line. Figure 9
compares spectra taken at different powers for constant fluence.
Below ∼10 mwatts/cm2, the spectra are about the same; the
process is linear. When the laser power intensity was reduced

(36) Munro, C. H.; Smith, W. E.; Garner, M.; Clarkson, J.; White, P. C.
Langmuir 1995, 11, 3712–3720. (37) Sun, Y. G.; Mayers, B.; Xia, Y. N. Nano Lett. 2003, 3, 675–679.

Figure 5. Evolution of the Zeta potential (red triangle) and size (black
square) of the nanoparticles as a function of illumination time. The error
bars were calculated from five repeated measurements.

Figure 6. Change in the absorbance at 630 nm (black square, λmax for
in-plane dipole bands of the nanoprisms) and citrate concentration (red
triangle) as a function of illumination time.
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to ca. 2 mwatts/cm2, the seed spectrum did not change over a
period of 8 h. The reaction is so slow that we can not measure
the kinetics. Above ∼10 mwatts/cm2, the process starts to be
sublinear; the conversion percentage decreases at higher intensi-
ties. In Figure 10 we weight the time axis to compensate for
different intensities. If the process was strictly proportional to
fluence, then all disk growth curves would superimpose. Instead
there is a significant sublinearity of the growth rate of fitted
prism percentage at 50 and 83 mwatts/cm2 (also shown in Figure
7B). Linear behavior indicates that there is a slow, rate-limiting
photochemical process at low intensity. Sublinear behavior at
higher intensities implies that some constant rate thermal process
has become rate-limiting as the photochemical process speeds
up. We conclude the growth process includes at least two
fundamental steps, one photochemical and one thermal.

Chemical Reactions and Mechanism. The photochemical
process occurs at very low light intensity, a small fraction of
solar intensity, over a period of hours or days. The intensity is
too low for mechanisms involving optical forces14,15 or light
induced thermal heating.38 We propose that the mechanism is
a combination of oxidative etching of reduced Ag, followed by
reduction of Ag+ on prisms, which have built up a photovoltage
due to citrate photooxidation:

Seeds that absorb/scatter light weakly reduce dioxygen and
lose Ag+:

2Ag+ 1
2

O2 +H2Of 2Ag++ 2OH- (1)

Prisms that absorb/scatter more strongly oxidize citrate,
reduce Ag+, and gain Ag:

citratef acetone-1,3-dicarboxylate+CO2 +H++ 2e-

(2)

2e-+ 2Ag+f 2Ag (3)

The overall reaction is the indirect photo-oxidation of citrate
by O2, catalyzed by silver:

(38) Redmond, P. L.; Walter, E. C.; Brus, L. E. J. Phys. Chem. B 2006,
110, 25158–25162.

Figure 7. (A) Fitted prisms% vs illumination time under Ar-ion laser at
458 and 514 nm (10 mW/cm2). The optical density of the initial seeds
spectrum at 458 and 514 nm are 0.25 and 0.14, respectively. Such a
difference gives rise to the distinct conversion kinetics. (B) Plot of the
apparent conversion rate (red triangle) and induction period (black square)
vs power intensity of the 514 nm laser. (Same batch of seeds were used;
the apparent conversion rate was calculated from the slope (∆A/∆t) of the
linear growth section of the absorbance at 630 nm vs time curve as shown
in Figure 1B).

Figure 8. (A) UV-vis spectra of the colloid taken after 0, 18, 54, 81,
108, 137, 167, 207, and 228 min of illumination with Ar-ion laser at 458
nm, 10 mW/cm2. (B) UV-vis spectra of the colloid taken after 0, 70, 106,
147, 203, 235, 300, 370, and 459 min of illumination with Ar-ion laser at
514 nm, 10 mW/cm2.

Figure 9. Spectra under the same flux at different intensities.
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citrate+ 1
2

O2f acetone-1,3-dicarboxylate+CO2 +OH-

(4)

In the absence of seeds, solutions of Ag+ and citrate show
no reaction at 23 °C in equilibrium with air. 0.5 equiv of citrate
is required to reduce 1 equiv of Ag+ onto the growing Ag disk,
while our NMR analysis shows that ∼1.5 equiv of citrate are
consumed during the photoconversion process. The electrons
donated by the excess citrate might be consumed by reaction
with a proton or O2.

Oxidation of Metallic Ag. There is ample precedent for
oxidative etching producing a low equilibrium [Ag+]. By direct
Ag electrode measurement we establish an upper limit of 1 µM
for [Ag+] in the seed solution. Very recently Lok et al. measured
∼0.1 µM of aqueous Ag+ after bubbling O2 through a solution
of freshly prepared Ag nanocrystals.18 The experimental effect
of oxygen pressure,3,16 pH,12 and additives12 are consistent with
the expected behavior of the O2 and Ag redox potentials. Under
an inert atmosphere, no reaction takes place. The effect of
increasing aqueous [O2], or adding other oxidizing agents, on
accelerating the conversion was previously reported.3,16 The
solution pH increased from 9.3 to 9.5 after the photoconversion
process. In neutral or acidic seed solution, prism formation does
not occur. Either an initial pH value above 12, or adding Cl-

ions to the solution, experimentally stops the conversion, as
[Ag+] is lower due to the formation of AgOH and AgCl,
respectively.

Photo-oxidation of Citrate. Adsorbed citrate ions undergo
photoassisted oxidation, injecting electrons into the silver
nanocrystal (eq 2) and creating a cathodic photovoltage as
previously measured.21 Photo-oxidation of adsorbed citrate is
a new surface-induced plasmon decay channel and presumably
decreases the Rayleigh scattering rate and local field enhance-
ment. Munro et al.36 suggested two of the three citrate carboxylic
groups bond to the Ag surface. Citrate undergoes both thermal
(at high temperature) and plasmon induced photo-oxidation.21,39,40

Growth and Shape Evolution. Different Ag nanocrystals will
develop different photovoltages depending upon how strongly
they interact with the light. For example, round seed nanocrystals
with a plasmon at an ∼400 nm wavelength interact only weakly
with the 514 nm Ar+ laser line. A small fraction of rod- or
prism-shaped seeds will interact resonantly at the laser line.
Growth is also favored in crystalline as opposed to amorphous
particles of the correct shape. This small fraction will develop
a larger (more negative) photovoltage and grow. The growth
rate will be first-order in seed concentration as these minority
rod- and prism-shaped seeds are diluted.

There should be two kinetic regimes depending upon whether
the Ag+ disk photoreduction rate is large or small with respect
to both the Ag+ mass transfer rate onto the disk surface and
the seed oxidation rate. In the limit of low light intensity,
photoreduction will be slower and likely rate-limiting. In this
limit, the photochemical process does not significantly change
the [Ag+] established by initial thermodynamic equilibrium; the
concentration of Ag+ will be constant as long as some reduced
Ag seeds remain. Seeds will slowly dissolve as prisms grow.
The steady state prism cathodic photovoltage corresponds to
an expected lower “thermodynamic” [Ag+] at the prism surfaces.

This is a light driven Ostwald ripening process, somewhat
analogous to the nonphotochemical Ag Ostwald ripening, in
which Ag mass shifts in response to the size dependence of the
Ag electrochemical redox potential.41,42 The rate is independent
of the concentration of aqueous citrate because there is a
complete adsorbed layer for the concentration range studied.
The photovoltage is an increase in the double layer voltage.
An electron on the nanocrystal tunnels across the double layer
to reduce Ag+. The reduction rate grows exponentially with
increasing photovoltage.22

The product adopts a prism plate morphology. Prisms are
also observed in purely thermal Ag seed growth processes
involving surfactants that selectively adsorb on certain crystal
planes, thus inducing anisotropic growth.37,43–48 Citrate likely
causes prism growth by adsorbing more strongly to the top and
bottom (111) planes.5,37,48 The lateral prism size is controlled
by the irradiation wavelength. The in-plane plasmon peak red-
shifts as a disk grows. As this peak approaches 514 nm (for
example) from the blue, the light interaction cross section and
the net rate of Ag+ reduction increase, thus accelerating the
growth rate. The process thus is autocatalytic as observed.
However, when the plasmon peak shifts to the red of 514 nm,
the net light interaction decreases. Growth stops because disks
with resonant lateral size now have a more negative photovoltage.

At low intensity there is reversible disk growth, with the net
rate of Ag transfer from seeds to prisms being slower than the
rates of oxidative etching and diffusion. This gives some insight
into why the product prisms are such perfect single crystals.1

Guertierrez and Henglein demonstrated in 1993 that reversible
reduction processes make highly crystalline Ag particles that
have unusually narrow plasmon resonances.49 Contrast this with
the initial relatively fast borohydride reduction process, which
makes low quality Ag seeds. Note also that photovoltage will
be higher on crystalline particles, which have slower internal
electron relaxation rates than amorphous particles.
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Figure 10. Fitted prisms% vs illumination time normalized by laser
intensities.
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In the low intensity linear regime, the growth rate is a lower
limit for the Ag+ diffusion mass transfer rate, which varies
linearly with [Ag+]. As irradiation intensity increases, the
kinetics will enter the second, sublinear regime when the growth
rate equals the Ag+ mass transfer rate. In Figure 7A the time
averaged growth rate over 5 h using the 514 nm laser line at 10
mwatts/cm2 is ∼28 silver atoms per prism per second. Experi-
mentally the growth rate becomes sublinear near 50 mwatts/
cm2, where the extrapolated linear growth rate would be ∼140
atoms/s. Using Sugimoto’s model,50 we calculate that this
growth rate would equal the mass transfer rate if [Ag+] ≈ 10-9

M. We approximate the prism as a sphere of radius 13 nm with
a Ag+ diffusion constant in water of 1.65 × 10-5 cm2/s.50 Thus,
if the equilibrium [Ag+] is ∼10-9 M, then the observed
sublinear behavior may represent a switch to diffusion limited
growth. Direct measurement of [Ag+] during the growth would
be important.

Previously, a direct measurement of photocurrent for adsorbed
nanocrystals showed a linear dependence on light intensity at
higher [Ag+]; this result suggests the citrate photo-oxidation
quantum yield is independent of intensity.22 The autocatalytic
growth rate with the fluorescent lamps is about the same as
with the 514 nm laser at 10 mwatts/cm2. With the lamps we
estimate a linearized citrate photo-oxidation rate of 396 mol-
ecules per second per growing prism, from the data in Figure
6. In this estimate we neglect photo-oxidation on seeds, so that
this number is a upper limit for the linearized, average photo-
oxidation rate on prisms. Nevertheless, this estimate is only an
order of magnitude above the Ag atom growth rate per prism.
Thus the quantum yield of Ag+ reduction per photoelectron from
citrate oxidation, at low light intensity, must be relatively high,
even at [Ag+] ≈ 10-9 M.

Single and Dual Wavelength Illumination. In the low intensity
linear “thermodynamic” regime, the one nanocrystal morphology
with the largest cathodic photovoltage will grow at the expense
of the others, albeit perhaps only slowly. Lower [Ag+] or higher
light intensity can shift the kinetics into the second regime, in
which either seed oxidation or Ag+ mass transport is rate-
limiting. Here we expect less competition between morpholo-
gies. In this regime, or at intermediate times at low intensity,
several morphologies may grow. Single wavelength 550 nm
illumination, as an example, is resonant with both the quadrupole
plasmon of ca. 150 nm edge-length disks and dipole plasmon
of ca. 70 nm edge-length disks. That there are two discrete disk
sizes in a resonance situation is generally true for single visible
and near IR wavelengths. Thus bimodal growth is possible for
a single fixed wavelength, if two different discrete sizes have a
significantly lower photovoltage than other morphologies. Jin
et al. have reported growth of two discrete sizes for single
wavelength irradiation.2

Dual-beam experiments2 further explore such competing
growths. If two different irradiation wavelengths are separately

resonant with the quadrapolar and dipolar resonances of one
discrete disk size, then that size likely will have a higher
photovoltage than other morphologies that have only one
resonant plasmon. Here single size growth should occur. Jin et
al. observed single size 70 nm edge disk growth for 550/450
nm and 550/340 nm dual beam irradiation. The 550 nm
wavelength is resonant with the dipolar plasmon, and 450 and
340 nm coincide with the quadrupole plasmon of a 70 nm disk.
In other dual beam experiments where such a double resonance
for one size does not occur, bimodal growth was observed with
different sizes being favored by each wavelength.

Au Colloidal Photovoltage. Seed-to-prism photoconversion
for citrate stabilized Au nanocrystals is not observed.16 However,
photogrowth of an Ag shell on a citrate stabilized, plasmon
irradiated Au nanocrystal has been observed, in a system that
simultaneously contains small Ag seeds.17 Ag+ is created by
oxidative etching of Ag seeds. Importantly, this experiment
implies that photovoltage does develop on the citrate stabilized
Au nanocrystals under plasmon irradiation, leading to reduction
of aqueous Ag+. The main reason Au seeds do not directly
photoconvert into Au disk prisms is that the oxidative etching
equilibrium concentration of aqueous Au ions is too low, as
has been recently proposed from a direct comparison of the Au
and Ag redox potentials.16

Conclusion

We explore the novel photoconversion of aqueous citrate
stabilized silver nanocrystal seeds to disk nanoprisms, using
UV-vis spectroscopy, TEM, 1H NMR, and Light Scattering.
We propose a mechanism involving citrate photo-oxidation by
hot “holes” from plasmon dephasing on the surface, oxidative
etching of silver in the presence of O2, and selective reduction
of aqueous silver ions on crystalline disk prisms with larger
photovoltage. This mechanism allows us to understand several
previously reported experiments.
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